A new assay to quantify in vivo repair of G:T mispairs by base excision repair.
The double mismatch reversion (DMR) assay quantifies the repair of G:T mispairs exclusively by base excision repair in vivo. Synthetic oligonucleotides containing two G:T mispairs on opposite strands were placed into the suppressor tRNA gene supF in the shuttle plasmid pDMR. Placement of two mispairs on opposite strands of supF creates a one to one correspondence between the number of correct repair events prior to replication in which G:T mispairs are converted to G:C base pairs and the number of post-replication progeny plasmids with functional supF. Replication of unrepaired or incorrectly repaired mispairs cannot produce progeny plasmids containing functional supF. Indeed, direct transformation of Escherichia coli strain MBL50, which reports the functional status of supF, with pDMR constructs containing two G:T or G:G mispairs yielded <0.5% wild-type supF-containing colonies. In contrast, passage of G:T mispair-containing pDMR constructs through human 5637 bladder carcinoma cells for 48h prior to plasmid recovery and transformation of the reporter E. coli strain MBL50 produced 47% wild-type supF-containing colonies. This finding was indicative of repair prior to the onset of replication in 5637 cells. However, passage of G:G mispair-containing pDMR constructs through 5637 cells yielded <0.5% wild-type supF-containing colonies. Moreover, no difference was observed in the rate of G:T mispair repair by HCT 116 colorectal carcinoma cells deficient in long-patch mismatch repair and a long-patch mismatch repair proficient HCT 116 subline. These data demonstrate that repair measured by the DMR assay is exclusively attributable to short-patch pathways. The DMR assay proved useful in the analysis of the effect of the base 5' to a mispaired G on the rate of G:T base excision repair by 5637 cells, indicating the sequence preference CpG approximately 5mCpG>TpG>GpG approximately ApG, and in the comparison of G:T base excision repair rates between cell lines.